
 √ Fiber optic pigtails with 2 SC / APC  
anti-dust adapters and pigtail

 √ Different lengths available (10, 15, 20, 25, 
30, 50, 70 and 100m)

 √ Pigtail with CPR Dca cover. External 
mounting ears, no need to open the 
rosette lid.

 √ Easy cable pull traction system 
 

PFR 10 DT · PFR 15 DT · PFR 20 DT ·  
PFR 25 DT · PFR 30 DT · PFR 50 DT · 
PFR 70 DT · PFR 100 DT 
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Integrated
holders on
the reel

  Includes a stabilizer accessory that adds 
weight  to optimize the rotation of light coils or with little cable. The 
accessory has a optimized diameter for the range of PFR and PCR 
references, and it's also used on light coils compatible with  
Ek ROLLER.

Ek ROLLER+ with a special  
accessory for easy unwinding

Mounting
System for
Ek ROLLER+

Detail of 
the traction 
system

Cardboard
reel with  
EK ROLLER+
system

Multiple possibilities for 
cable output

Rosette detail with
SC / APC adapters

anti dust

Ek ROLLER is a new concept of cable dispenser patented by EK that 
presents unique advantages in the market. Its low weight and size 
allows it to be stored in the toolbox and it makes it very easy to use 
in any situation and environment. Thanks to its robust steel structure, 
supports both light reels  of less  than  1kg and reels  of more than  30kg

 √ The quick fixing system to the fiber optic distribution kit boxes 
allows an easy and toolless swap in just two seconds

 √ EK ROLLER allows not only the unwinding of cable by simply 
pulling it, but also makes it easy the tedious task of winding the 
excess cable at the end of the installation

 √ The EK reels compatible with EK ROLLER also consist of 
an innovative system that prevents the excess cable from 
becoming entangled and guarantees a fluid unwinding of the 
same

PIGTAIL KITS  
EK ROLLER -  
CPR Dca



TECHNICAL TABLE

REFERENCE EK ROLLER +

Code 151062

 Dimensions 15,5 x 15,5 x 1,4cm
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REFERENCE   PFR 10 DT PFR 15 DT PFR 20 DT PFR 25 DT PFR 30 DT PFR 50 DT PFR 70 DT PFR 100 DT

Code   361111 361112 361113 361114 361115 361116 361117 361129

Capacity 2 fibras

Fiber input Side top corner

Fiber type Singlemode 900um G657-A2 LSZH Dca (green and red)

Adaptador 2 x SC / APC anti dust

Fiber cable length m 10 15 20 25 30 50 70 100

Dimensions (W x H 
x D) mm 85 x 85 x 21

Packaging Uds  1 / 16


